
Spheres 
Moon Craters from a Pataphysical Perspective 
 

The photographs presented here, under the title Spheres, are a compilation 
of phenomena observed in moon craters between the years 2011 and 
2018, and were obtained using proprietary technology owned by Martin & 
Munoz Studio, LLC.  

 
Pataphysics, as defined by Alfred Jarry, “will examine the laws governing exceptions, 
and will explain the universe supplementary to this one.” The series Spheres occurs on 
our moon but in a universe that adheres to the laws of pataphysics. This pataphysical 
universe and the moon that is the subject of this study, incorporates the real, the 
metaphysical and the surreal to make a new real, also known as pata-real. 
 
What’s lost is lost forever on earth, but in the pataphysical universe some things lost 
on earth may be found on the moon. The moon is a way station for what goes lost or 
missing from the earth. Not everything, of course. The moon is not big enough to 
hold everything that goes missing from the earth, just things that really matter. When 
souls on earth are joined, then ripped apart by biological laws, one part goes missing 
leaving a hole of longing in its absence.  
 
It is true that the craters of the moon were made by the impact of asteroids but in the 
pataphysical universe it is equally true that the craters of the moon are holes of 
longing filled with invisible spheres. When the lost reappear, they are encapsulated 
and floating in the spheres that occupy the craters of the moon. These spheres are 
invisible to us on earth because they can only be seen by a searcher who has taken the 
trouble to go to the moon and look for his lost part. Though it is not apparent, you 
may be sure there is a latent invisible sphere filling every crater of the moon. 
 
 
When a searcher from earth comes looking for their missing part they are often 
frustrated. Sometimes a sphere will appear to them but only as an encapsulation of 
emptiness - the interior space being another layer of negative space. Sometimes 
searchers give up hope but they shouldn’t. In every negative space of every sphere 
there is an unrealized positive manifestation. It’s just a question of correct pairing. 
Somewhere among the thousands of craters that pock the moon is the right sphere- 
the one that contains a positive manifestation of the seeker’s loss.  
 



It is a lonely business for the searcher. There is no one to advise them. They wander 
from crater to crater until they get lucky or give up. Nobody knows why the 
spheres manifest themselves to some and not to others or why some travelers never 
see anything but craters while others may see spheres but nothing inside. It is 
understood that the ones who get lucky, the ones who find their missing part and are 
made whole again, can never return to earth. They disappear forever without a trace 
or an explanation. It all seems arbitrary but it probably isn’t.  
 
The science of pataphysics seeks to find an explanation for these phenomena and 
ultimately discover the laws that govern these mysterious transfers from earth to the 
moon crates, and the particular sets of circumstances that allow seekers to find their 
missing parts. 


